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to fbe European Parliament - 12 March 1968 

Sp'eaking in the European Parliament on l.2 Mar~h, M. Deniau,Member 
of "the European C·ommission, · pointed out tjiat trade relations with 
the countries of Eastern Europe have legal, economic and political 
aspects, and are ;very much in e.ourse of 13\rolution. 

The, occasion was· the first de.bate on trade with the countries 
·of Eastern Europe held in the murbpeah Parliament for the last three 
years. M. Deniau, who has .spec:i.al responsibiliyY in the Commission 
of the European-Oommunities for questions of ~)l:ternal trade, compared 
the attitudes. of· the past with those of today. .In the last 20 years, 
and even the .·last 3 or 4 years 1 these attitudes had altered and 
methods in. the Eastern:countries·ha.d begun to change; trade had 
grown considerably:, . especially since 1964 • 

. : . .. : .:!. ·:In the l.egal. spher-e; the· first thing neces-s~y is to: adapt our 
trading instruments to-·the conditions of this trade, ·which ar~ some
t.imes pec·uliar. · · .. ,,Far, .. from consti.tuting "discrimination" .. against· the 

· Eastern· European countl'ie·s,. the measu.!F'es taken or planned b.y the Six 
are only a response calculated to meet certain de facto, sit:y.ations 
and to provide a guarantee for the harmonious d~elopment of trade. 
The attitude·behind them'must.be.positive. 

A gradual movement· towards trade liber.alization on: our side is 
matched among our, trade partners :1n Eastern Eurqpe by ~ incipient 
reassessment of 'the ideas of cost· and price·,' and even of inter-
national trade. We must therefore see to it that our arrangements 

, in··this field are, concrete, yet flexible. , 

Turning to the e~onomio aspect, M. Deniau pointed out that.our 
trade with Eastern Europe has continued to grow considerably. 
Since 1958, imports have gone up lty 196%, exports by 23796. Eastern 
Europe is today a more important market than Latin America, account
ing for between 6.5% and ·7·,;, ·o't tne'."Community' s sales abroad, but 
further expansion of trade is hampered by structural difficulties. 
The goods exported by the Eastern European countries consist 
primarily of farm produce, raw materials, energy produc..ts..· tlµld· .s~mi
manufactures; changes in this structure will require time, and will 
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depend first and foremost on the Eastern European countries them
selves. But various developments are occurring which a.i'e all 
moving in one direction: the standard of living in these countries 
is rising, their production is being increasingly diversified and 
there is a tendency to ensure better harmonization in the commercial 
terms offered by the Six. In conjunction with these various 
developments it should be possible to find a progressive solution to 
the problem of imports of farm produQts ft,.C?~: the Eastern Euroi)ean 
countries, which are at present often bound up with our ability to 
export. -

M. Deniau examined in. detail commercial relations• \7i tl1 the 
countries of Eastern Europe, from the point of view both of the 
sectors concerned and of overall equilibrium. He a,lso mentioned 
the various regulations now being disqussed-at Community level. 

In this connection M •. Deniau point_e~ to certain ·P~Ospects in a 
field which is delicate and in process of evoluticn. The QUestion 
today is no longer "whether or not we should trade with Eastc:rn 
Eu:r,ope, but only how trade can best be c.a.rried on, in the interest 
of both parties". Furthermore, it is to_ be hoped that the emphasis 
will increasingly ~hift away from the special conditions governing 
this trade and from their legal and administrative consequences, and 
that we shall concern ourselves more and more with the pattern of 
this trade viewed from an economic standpoint. In the past the Six 
have been primarily concer~ed to ensure that the relations of each 
one of them with the countries of Eastern Europe caused no dist11rb
ances within the Common Market. That was,. and-still is, a'.~ .QYJ! 
!!2£• But, bearing in mind the general movement that has now started 
and the date-lines we have set ourselves, we should b~ able: to look 
forward to a stage in which there can, case by -case, be active forms 
of co~operation. 

Here, however, we mu·st remember that the question of our 
commercial relations with Eastern Europe cannot be separated from 
its political backgroup.~, which today, happily, is. in a stc.to of 
adetente". This detente benefits the gI'.owth of. tl"ade which in turn 
contributes to the detente. In such a context we must assu~e the 
necessary harmon;ization between. the Six; . but we ought perhaps to 
avoid giving the impression of being a '.'bloc" which .would evoke the 
formation of another "bloc" in response. 
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